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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview
The Queensland Coordinator-General granted environmental approval for the Cairns Shipping Development
Project (the CSD Project) on February 28, 2018.
The CSD Project involved widening and deepening the existing navigation channel to allow larger cruise ships
up to 300 metres in length to berth at the Cairns Cruise Liner Terminal to accommodate the forecast demand
for 150 cruise ships through the Port of Cairns each year by 2031.
The scope also included expanding the cruise ship swing basin, relocating the cargo ship swing basin and
upgrading capacity of the heritage-listed wharves. The Project is forecast to deliver an estimated $849 million
to the region; create the potential for 800 new direct and indirect jobs during construction and more than
2,700 ongoing jobs by 2031. The benefits to the region include:








more cruise ship visits to Cairns leading to increased passenger spend
more tourism opportunities for businesses in Far North Queensland
potential home-porting opportunities and provision of fuel bunkering infrastructure
growth of cruise shipping operations in Queensland due to enhanced cruise itinerary options
larger international and national naval ships visiting for rest and recuperation
facilitation of expansion plans for the Cairns Naval Base
increased efficiencies for cargo ships which could carry bigger loads into the port.

The Project was delivered in two phases – dredging and upgrades to the existing wharves at the Cairns Cruise
Liner Terminal.
The dredging component involved the removal of uncontaminated sediment from the existing channel and
placing it on two separate land sites, one to suit the soft silts and clay and the other for the stiffer clay. The
former was placed at a sand extraction mine via an 8km steel pipeline. The first 3km was submerged offshore
before traversing 5km across beach front, cane fields, a creek and under the main highway, into a large lake
at the site. Preparation required expansion of the existing sand mine and building a temporary flood
protection bund wall around the lake.
The second site, a Ports North-owned property in the industrial waterfront precinct, took the stiff clays which
had better engineering qualities and could be beneficially reused.
Wharf upgrades involved a heritage-sensitive method of insetting a series of independent dolphins (manmade marine structures extending above the water level and not connected to shore) to reinforce the
wharves.
Early works took place four months before dredging began in August 2019. The dredging operation was
completed at the end of September 2019 without setbacks and consistent with the best-case impact
predictions as outlined in the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Project.
Upgrades to the Port of Cairns’ heritage-listed wharves 1 to 6 began in October 2019 and continued through
to May 2020. The upgrades also were consistent with the best-case impact predictions.
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1.2 About this report
In accordance with Appendix 1, Schedule 1, Condition 2 of the Coordinator-General’s evaluation report, Ports
North is pleased to provide this Social Impact Management Report (SIMR) relating to the Project.
Ports North is required to provide an SIMR to the Coordinator-General for approval annually, for a period of
three years from the start of construction for the Project, which began in April 2019.
The SIMR relates to the construction stage and describes the social impact management strategies and
actions implemented, including all social commitments made by the Ports North in the Revised Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) documents, and the outcomes achieved to:
a) Inform, consult, collaborate and negotiate with stakeholders and the community, and to
demonstrate that stakeholder and community concerns have been considered in making
decisions to avoid, mitigate and manage social impacts.
b) Provide local and regional employment, training, business and industry development
opportunities.
c) Mitigate and manage any impacts of the Project on community health, safety and wellbeing.

1.3 Project components and project area
The CSD Project includes the immediate
footprint of the Project including the shipping
channel, dredge material placement areas
(DMPAs) and wharf upgrade works.
Northern Sands DMPA and Pipelines
This comprised parts of the Barron River
Delta and Northern Beaches area of
Cairns including:
 Beach between Yorkeys Knob and Holloways
Beach
 Richters Creek crossing
 Five cane farms
 Cook Highway road reserves
 Northern Sands Quarry and waste site.

Tingira Street DMPA
This comprised two sparsely populated
sub-areas adjacent to and containing the
Tingira Street DMPA including:
 undeveloped strategic port land
 surrounding area of the Portsmith Industrial
Area.

Wharves 1 to 6 upgrade works
This is the area opposite and nearby the
Cairns Cruise Liner Terminal, referred to
as the Wharf Street Area, including the
heritage-listed Cairns Wharf Complex
where upgrade works to Wharves 1 to 6
were required to accommodate the
contemporary berthing requirements for
number and size of anticipated cruise
vessels.
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1.4 Social impact assessment
A social impact assessment1 was completed for the Revised EIS for the Project. It concluded that the social
impacts were generally positive and that extensive mitigation measures inherent in the proposal countered
any negative impacts.
A social impact evaluation (SIE) from the Business Case considered the positive and negative social, economic
and environmental impacts of the Project, both during construction and operation. It concluded the Project
would have a significant positive impact through increased employment and business opportunities. This has
flow-on effects to community health and wellbeing and the stability of local small businesses, which translates
into intergenerational benefits.
All potential negative impacts were rated as low by the qualitative risk assessment. Those potential impacts
and opportunities to further mitigate them, as well as to enhance beneficial impacts during the construction
phase, are summarised in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1: SOCIAL IMPACT MITIGATION AND MANAGEMENT – CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Impact

Proposed mitigation/
enhancement measure

Progress in 2019/20

Affected landowners

Legal agreements in place with
impacted landowners

Agreements executed and conditions
associated with site use and
rehabilitation agreed and a structured
compensation plan developed. All
compensation payments were made
and sites have been returned to
landowners in accordance with
agreements.

Impact on the character of
the coastal area

Where feasible, construction
plant, materials, and machinery
should be screened behind
fencing or located to minimise
visual impacts.
Appropriate site security and
signage utilised to mitigate any
threats to public safety and
wellbeing from pipeline
construction/dismantling and
dredging operations.

An information session for users of
Holloways Beach Environment Centre
was held on March 13, 2019, with 12
people (approx) attending.
An information session for Machans
Beach Community Association held on
March 14, 2019 with 25 people
(approx) attending.
An information video on the pipeline
construction was developed and
uploaded on the Project website,
presented at stakeholder meetings
and shared across social media.
Fact sheets were made available on
the Project website.
Community updates were prepared
and published on the Project website
and shared across social media.

Change in the use of the
beachfront
Threats to safety and
wellbeing from the pipeline

1

Cairns Shipping Development Project Revised Draft Environmental Impact Statement Appendix AP: Social Impact
Assessment Report (2017) http://statedevelopment.qld.gov.au/coordinator-general/assessments-andapprovals/coordinated-projects/completed-projects/cairns-shipping-development-project/eis-documents.html
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Impact

Proposed mitigation/
enhancement measure

Progress in 2019/20
Signage was erected informing the
public of the construction site and
access restrictions at Holloways
Beach; fencing also was erected at
Tingira Street.
Proactive media reporting of the
progress of pipeline occurred
throughout.
Public information stalls were held at
two major local events.

Impact on users of Richters
Creek

Signage and advertising
(including mapping) advising of
the works affecting the use of
Richters Creek and their
duration should be provided.

Signs were erected at sites on the
creek, and all adjacent boat ramps in
the Cairns area to inform the local
community for the duration of the
Project construction period.

Impacts on Holloways
Beach Environmental
Education Centre

Pre-works consultation should
take place with the Holloways
Beach Environmental Education
Centre to ascertain peak usage
times so works are able to be
amended if required
Ongoing liaison should take
place with the Holloways Beach
Environmental Education
Centre.

A meeting was held with the Centre
before the start of dredging explaining
the construction works, timetable for
the Project and discussing actions to
mitigate any disruption to the Centre’s
work.
Maps, along with a timetable of the
Centre’s monitoring work, were
provided to Ports North and
contractors to enable ongoing
coordination of access to creek sites.

Impacts on residents and
stakeholders in the Wharf
Street area of noise, visual
and traffic changes during
land-based wharf upgrade
construction works

Predicted temporary
environmental impacts on
residents, particularly those
relating to noise should be
mitigated as far as possible by
available practicable measures.

Contractors engaged a muffling
system to lower the pile driving noises
and vibration associated with the
upgrades.
Work was limited to the hours of
6.30am to 6.30pm Monday to
Saturday, with suspension of pile
driving during sensitive times.
A system of continuous monitoring of
noise levels and a marine fauna
exclusion zone was put in place
around the works area.
Information brochures were
distributed to the community
explaining noise mitigation measures
in September 2019, prior to the start
of the wharf upgrade works.
Community updates were prepared as
progress reports and shared across
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Impact

Proposed mitigation/
enhancement measure

Progress in 2019/20
social media and via the Ports North
website.
Specific notification was also provided
to residents regarding changes in
works schedules.
Fencing and signage were constructed
around all work sites to protect the
public and to restrict access to
authorised personnel.

Impacts on residents and
stakeholders in the Wharf
Street area of air quality as
a result of predicted
increased cruise visits
following the completion
of the Project

Predicted long term
environmental impacts on
residents relating to air quality
from increased cruise ship visits
should be mitigated as far as
possible by mandated industry
changes to fuel specifications
and exhaust scrubbing

Ports North continues to engage with
cruise companies and regulatory
authorities on the ongoing
management of this global issue.

2. Informing the community
2.1 Community and stakeholder engagement
Ports North recognises the importance of the port communities in which we operate and is committed to
being a responsible corporate citizen by engaging and consulting with communities regarding our business
operations and future plans.
Ports North has undertaken extensive consultation with key stakeholders for the CSD Project since the
Project’s inception in 2012. The groups identified were:









Business and industry groups
Community and special interest groups
Cruise and tourism industries
Government including local, State and Federal agencies and elected representatives
Indigenous groups
Local and regional communities
Media
Port users, tenants (permanent and casual) and affected businesses.

Consultation intensified during the construction phase from April 2019 to April 2020 with approximately 95
meetings with contractors, government department representatives, landholders, port users and community
groups to provide progress updates and to discuss any possible impacts and mitigation plans. This figure does
not include informal briefings with stakeholders as issues arose, or meetings with consultants and
contractors.
In addition, Ports North continued to use a range of communication channels to provide community members
and the public with project information, seek their feedback and enable them to voice any concerns.
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As part of our comprehensive approach to community engagement, Ports North completed the activities
described in Table 2 below.
TABLE 2 – COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 2019/20
Participation
level

How we
engaged

Stakeholder groups

Engage

Meetings

Indigenous landowner
representatives

Three cultural heritage agreements
were registered.
Active monitoring of specific
earthworks and dredge material
placement works was facilitated.
Ongoing meetings were held and
completed in 2020.
No material issues or concerns were
raised by representatives

Individual
meetings

Directly affected landowners

7 meetings were held and completed
in 2019-2020. Positive working
relationships and protocols with
workers accessing the sites were
established. No material issues or
concerns were raised throughout the
process.

Individual
meetings

Northern Sands
owner/operator

11 meetings were held and
completed in 2019-2020.
Positive working relationship and
protocols regarding site access were
established. No material issues were
identified.

Briefings

Technical Advisory Group
(TAG)

15 meetings were held during the
reporting period. The TAG were the
scientific and engineering experts
overseeing the environmental
management of the Project. At the
end of the dredging phase TAG
formally wrote to Ports North
recognising the outstanding
environmental result associated with
the successful delivery of the
dredging campaign.

Targeted
stakeholder
briefings

Port users and tenants

Two major briefings were held with
all stakeholders in this group, as well
as 24 informal meetings with
individual members and groups
throughout the wharf upgrade
works. No material issues or
concerns were raised with feedback
on the overall project being positive.

Consult

Progress in 2019/20
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Participation
level

How we
engaged

Stakeholder groups

HMAS Cairns Navy Base

Community
information
sessions

Progress in 2019/20
Two briefings were provided to
HMAS Cairns. Feedback was positive
with no issues raised.

State Agencies

Monthly meetings (more for some
agencies) including 12 meetings for
Office of the Coordinator-General.
Issues and matters raised were of a
technical nature and were worked
through with the Project Team.

Commonwealth Agencies

4 briefings/updates provided with no
material issues raised. Technical
discussions were worked through
with the Project Team.

Cairns and Hinterland
Hospital and Health Service

Updates were provided annually with
no material issues or concerns
raised.

Port of Cairns Technical
Advisory Consultative
Committee (TACC)

Updates provided every two months.
Feedback positive with no issues
raised.

Cairns Port Advisory Group

Updates provided every two months.
Feedback was positive with no issues
raised.

Local interest groups

A meeting was held with the
Holloways Beach Environment
Centre with 12 people in attendance,
including three Ports North
representatives. Positive relationship
and notification protocol in regards
to work in the immediate area
established. No material issues
raised.
Two meetings were held with
Machans Beach Community
Association with 25 people (approx)
in attendance including four Ports
North representatives. All questions
raised were answered by the Project
team. Questions focused on how the
relevant pipeline and dredging
activities would occur. Overall
feedback was positive and
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Participation
level

How we
engaged

Stakeholder groups

Progress in 2019/20
supportive of the Project for the
region.
The Cairns Local Marine Advisory
Committee (LMAC) updated every
two months. Feedback was
supportive of the project and
information briefings were
appreciated.

Inform

Project
updates

All stakeholders

Six community updates were
published on the Ports North website
and shared across social media prior
to and during construction. Minimal
feedback or enquiries were received.

Public
information
stalls

All stakeholders

Two public information stalls were
conducted. The stall at the Cairns Eco
Fiesta (June 2019) was staffed by the
Environment Manager, the CSDP
Project Manager, the
Communications Advisor and the
Corporate Services General Manager.
A stall was also held at the Maritime
Services Queensland Awareness Day
(August 2019) and staffed by the
Corporate Services General Manager,
the Operations Manager and the
Communications Advisor.
People were interested to discuss the
project in general, how it was being
delivered, when it would be finished
and were generally positive about the
Project for the region.

Fact sheets

All stakeholders

Seven fact sheets were sent to all
media, published on the Ports North
website and shared across social
media.

Media releases All stakeholders

Twelve media releases were
prepared and distributed, chronicling
milestones along the construction
path, published on the Ports North
website and shared across social
media.

Videos

Four videos were produced and
uploaded on to the Ports North
website and shared across social
media. The first was an overview and

All stakeholders
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Participation
level

How we
engaged

Stakeholder groups

Progress in 2019/20
explanatory video on the Project and
its benefits to the region.
The second recorded the innovative
construction of the dredging pipeline
and the dredge material placement
sites.
The third was the inaugural visit of
the Queen Elizabeth as the first
larger cruise ship to enter the
harbour after completion of the
channel expansion.
The final video was a timesequenced coverage of the wharf
upgrades.

Photo gallery

All stakeholders

Photos of the Project as it progressed
were uploaded to a photo gallery on
the website and were provided for
use in specific reports for agencies
and other publications on request.

Website

All stakeholders

There were 2611 views of the CSD
Project page during the 12 months
from April 1, 2019 to April 1, 2020.

Social media

All stakeholders

From April 2019 through to April
2020, the Ports North Facebook
page, in terms of CSD Project-related
activity, had 4000 engagements
(approx), 800 likes, 79 comments and
62 shares.
Most comments were very positive
and ranged from excitement about
the progress of the Project and the
anticipated increase in cruise ship
arrivals, to technical discussions
about the equipment being deployed
for Project construction.
Three comments expressing
concerns were received and related
to availability of Project information
as well as environmental concerns.
Relevant information addressing
these concerns was provided.
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2.2 Conditioned engagement
In line with the Conditions of Approval from the Queensland Coordinator-General, Ports North consulted
with:


Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF) regarding potential impacts to commercial fishermen,
including crabbers, who may be temporarily impacted by the proposed dredging and construction
works.

Ports North’s Environment Manager met with the DAF in April 2019 to identify any potential impacts to
commercial fishermen, including crabbers. A representative from DAF was also a member of the broader Port
Advisory Group which received regular project briefings prior to and throughout the dredging phase. It was
confirmed that the proposed dredging and construction works posed no material impact to commercial
fishermen or known crabbers. No concerns were raised by commercial fishermen or crabbers throughout
the Project.


Cairns and Hinterland Hospital and Health Service, and the North Queensland Primary Health Network,
regarding the potential impacts of the predicted increase in passenger numbers on local health.

As part of the consultation process, Queensland Health provided comment suggesting Ports North consider
impacts on health services capacity as a result of bringing in additional visitors to the city.
Cruise ship health management arrangements are addressed by the designated cruise ship agent through a
process by which the arriving cruise ship is obliged under the Biosecurity Act 2015 to provide a “Human Health
Declaration” to the Australian Quarantine’s Maritime Arrivals Reporting System at a minimum 48 hours prior
to time of arrival. Quarantine then follows through actions to determine overall health status. Local
arrangements are enacted via the local quarantine officers, which require an update on status on the
afternoon before arrival and again on the morning of arrival. The ship’s agent is responsible for managing the
local interaction between emergency, health and response agents, as well as allocating additional resources
in the event of any notifiable infectious diseases.
Noting that cruise ship passengers represented a relatively small proportion of the total Cairns tourist
population at any given time and taking into consideration the legislated approach to health management, it
was determined that existing health services in Cairns would have the necessary capacity to address any
future impacts on the city.

2.3 Community feedback
Community members were encouraged to access a range of channels to seek information and provide
feedback about the Project. Their enquiries and methods of contact are summarised in Table 3 below.
A total of 41 enquiries were directed to the Project email during 2019/20.
The majority of emails were requests for general information related to environmental impacts including:


potential flooding from the Northern Sands dredge material placement site



mangrove clearance for the dredge pipeline



effect on habitat at the Tingira Street dredge material placement area



dredge management plans



possible tail water contamination at the Barron River pipeline site



re-vegetation plans for the areas surrounding Northern Sands.

All enquiries were acknowledged within two hours by phone or email, and with written responses within 10
working days, in compliance with the Complaints Management Plan for the Project.
Cairns Shipping Development Project Social Impact Management Report 2019/20
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Three complaints were received regarding noise arising from wharf works outside designated work hours.
The matter was addressed through briefings and engagement with contractors. This engagement was
effective and no subsequent complaints were raised by the community.
TABLE 3 – Stakeholder and community enquiries 2019/2020
Method of contact

Number of enquiries

Website or email

41 enquiries

Reason for contact





Requests for general information (33)
Form letters calling for larger dredging
project (4)
Employment opportunities (1)
Complaints related to noise from
works carried out by the backhoe
dredge vessel near Wharves 1 to 2. (3)

Social media

1 Facebook enquiry



Enquiry about availability of tenders
for early dredging works.

Telephone

2 calls to Project office



Information about truck movements in
residential area.

3. Local employment, training and development
opportunities
The Procurement Strategy for the CSD Project aimed to maximise opportunities for local businesses
to participate in the supply chain. The Project created widespread opportunities for local suppliers
involved in cultural heritage monitoring, dredging, pipeline and placement areas for dredged
material, wharf upgrades, as well as environmental management and monitoring as explained below.

3.1 Local employment and job creation
Approximately 800 new direct and indirect jobs were estimated to be created during the Project. Of those it
was forecast that 195 would be direct and 607 indirect. The job areas involved included:


construction



geotechnical engineering



fabrication



administration



mechanical supply and servicing



legal services



marine plant (tugs, barges, work boats)



environmental monitoring



earthmoving



electrical



fuel supply



concreting



providoring





project management

unexploded ordnance and magnetometer
survey services



site management



heritage assessment



analytical laboratory services



cultural heritage monitoring



flora and fauna management.
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Ports North was to committed to finding practical ways to encourage local participation, so the
economic benefits of the Project could be shared throughout the community. To assist with this
commitment Ports North ensured the creation of employment opportunities for contractors and
sub-contractors from within Australia and, in particular, the Far North Queensland region, was a
key criterion for the assessment of tenders. The involvement of indigenous landowners was also
given a priority with 25 participants involved in cultural monitoring activities.
As outlined in Section 4 below a total of 239 direct jobs were generated during the Project. The following
examples highlight the range of jobs generated by the Project.

Dredging: Cultural heritage monitoring and Indigenous employment
Through the negotiation of three cultural heritage agreements, 25 local representatives of the two claimant
groups - Gimuy Walubara Yidinji People and Yirrganydji Gurabana Aboriginal Corporation - were involved
in the pre-works ground disturbance inspections and the monitoring of dredged stiff clay being placed on
land.
This monitoring was conducted over an approximate five-week period. Development, negotiation and
implementation of the cultural heritage agreements also included additional hours of employment for the
respective legal firms involved for each of the parties.

Dredging: pipeline and placement areas
RN Dredging
Ports North awarded the dredging contract to RN Dredging, a Danish company, which was responsible for
the main dredging phase using its trailer suction hopper dredger, Balder R. Capital dredging for major
projects is a specialised operation with the majority of companies and staff in the industry coming from
international destinations. RN Dredging employed approximately 15 staff during this phase which were a
mixture of international and Australian contractors.
Hall Contractors
RN Dredging partnered with Sunshine Coast-based, Hall Contracting, which was appointed to carry out onland site preparation as well as stiff clay dredging using its backhoe dredge Woomera.
Hall brought 18 Queensland based staff to Cairns to carry out site management and preparation and they
also engaged the following local sub-contractors during dredging construction.
HEH Civil
HEH Civil is a family-owned and operated construction company based in Cairns and with offices in Mareeba
and Brisbane. It specialises in the design, construction and rehabilitation of civil infrastructure. In
responding to the expedited construction program for the Project, the company required 18 local staff. Of
those positions, 12 were new roles established to cover excavation, grading, rolling, dozing and surveying.
The Project enabled the company to upskill internal staff as well as enable some unskilled staff to gain
experience on equipment and can now undertake higher capacity roles within the company.
Dawson Construction
Dawson Group of Companies is one of Queensland’s largest privately held multi-disciplinary industrial
services companies. It operates from workshops in Cairns, Townsville, Charters Towers, Weipa, and Mt Isa
and employs over 2000 people each year. Dawson’s engineering workshop fabricated and transported 3km
of sink-line pipes to the Trinity Inlet and welded sections together before positioning it into the seabed.
This required 12 onsite welders and pipefitters. The labour hire division provided nine pump operators to
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maintain 24-hour pump operations. The company’s fleet maintenance division were on call for the
duration of the Project and repaired and maintained the plant equipment, pump compressors and work
boat engine which required three personnel. A total of 24 local jobs were involved in the Project.
MPDT (Mossman Port Douglas Tree lopping)
MPDT was engaged by Hall Contracting to conduct site vegetation clearing works for the pipeline corridor
and the barge off-load facility. These works included three local earth moving equipment operators.
In addition, MPDT arranged sub-contracted works by Biotropica for protected flora translocation and
surveying (two local staff), as well as spotter catchers (two local staff) to meet obligations under the
approval conditions for vegetation clearing and associated fauna observation and management.
02 Marine
02 Marine was engaged by Hall Contracting to implement water quality monitoring equipment telemetry
calibration services at the Northern Sands DMPA and tail water discharge pipeline sites. This required one
local staff member to periodically visit the site.
TAMS Group
TAMS Group undertook waterside works for steel pipeline deployment, repositioning and retrieval
including staff for the 3km offshore pipeline. The Group was also involved with installation and retrieval of
the dispenser pontoon in the Baron River following fabrication by Dawson. This work involved two local
jobs.
BMT
Ports North engaged the services of BMT (Western) Pty Ltd in the superintendent’s role to implement the
dredge contract including services of engineering supervision and progress monitoring. This involved up to
four full-time staff being based in Cairns for the duration of the Project and one remote staff member.

Dredging: Environmental management and monitoring
Ports North appointed a lead environmental consultant, BMT (Eastern), to fulfil the Environmental
Approvals and Supervisor Role for the delivery phase of the Project.
The core team comprised five senior staff based in Brisbane who oversaw approvals compliance, reporting
and validation modelling activities, while a further three staff based in Cairns oversaw the Dredge
Management Plan implementation, including water quality, benthic and coral survey fieldwork.
To enact the other environmental monitoring components required under the various approval conditions,
Ports North entered into contact agreements with the following researchers and consultants:


Golders: Four employees for baseline and operational phase groundwater monitoring.



Douglas Partners: Two employees for potential acid sulphate soil (PASS) sampling, verification, and
testing.



James Cook University: Three employees for seagrass annual and quarterly monitoring.



Biotropica: Three employees to conduct flora surveys and validation monitoring of vegetation,
vegetation clearing and translocation supervision, as well as overseeing end of works rehabilitation
activities.
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Wharf upgrades Design and construction
AECOM
Global engineering consultants, AECOM, were engaged to develop the design for the wharf upgrades
including heritage architecture, condition assessment and vibration monitoring. This involved around six
staff with three locally based.
Austral Construction
Melbourne-based Austral Construction was awarded the construction contract for the wharf upgrades and
employed 29 staff for the Project. The staff were brought in from other Australian sites with the majority
based in Cairns for the duration of the wharf works. Austral also engaged many local sub-contractors to
assist with the Project.

Wharf Upgrades: Environmental management and monitoring
Engineering consultants, AECOM, were engaged to oversee the implementation of the Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) by the appointed construction contractor (Austral) and to ensure compliance with
the applicable environmental obligations. This role also included ensuring the contractor implemented the
observation and exclusion zones for management of underwater noise impacts on marine fauna.
Through BMT (Eastern)’s role for the overall CSD Project environmental approvals, a sub-consultant (Arup,
Brisbane based) was appointed to address an EPBC Act condition requiring conduct of a review of the
suitability of observation and exclusion zones for mitigation of potential noise impacts to marine fauna.
The report was peer reviewed by a third party, Marshall Day Acoustics, based in Sydney.
AECOM were also engaged for all services in regard to management of the cultural heritage assessment,
approvals, reporting and compliance management whilst works on the heritage-listed wharf were
undertaken. Environmental monitoring for the wharf construction works was focused on priority areas of
noise, vibration, and marine fauna as described for the respective consultants as noted.

3.2 Flow-on in employment economic effects
In addition to the initial (direct) impacts, the various businesses involved in the Project generated ‘flow-on’
(indirect) impacts on other sections of the economy. These flow-on impacts included the chain of goods
and services purchased and the extra impacts when those involved in the chain spend their incomes. Due
to the direct workforce that was supported onsite the Project Business Case forecast an additional 607
indirect jobs would be generated.
Areas where flow-on effects occurred included:





Hospitality: chefs, bar workers, and wait staff at restaurants
Transport: car hire, taxi and limousine drivers, bus operators, petrol retailers
Shopping: local businesses including store assistants at a range of general and specialised retail shops
such as fashion and clothing, jewellery, cosmetics, and craft and souvenir premises
Entertainment: hospitality staff, tour guides, travel agents and adventure operators providing
excursion activities within the Far North Queensland area



Industrial supply chain requirements



Commercial office space
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3.3 Training and development
Because of the unique nature of the CSD Project including pipeline and bund wall construction, there were
a range of opportunities presented for local companies to upskill staff.
HEH Civil
Family-owned HEH Civil reported it needed 18 staff to carry out its contract. Of those, 12 new jobs were
established to cover excavation, grading, rolling, dozing and surveying. As well as hiring new staff, there
were opportunities to upskill internal staff and enable some unskilled staff to gain experience on
equipment. As a result, they can now undertake higher capacity roles within the company.
Austral
Austral Constructions were appointed the main contractor for the wharf upgrades. Most of the staff
brought to Cairns were senior engineers or middle management. The company provided an opportunity to
have a final year university student in Engineering from James Cook University to undertake work
experience onsite for two months.

4. Local industry participation
Ports North is committed to finding practical ways to encourage local participation, so the
economic benefits of our activities are shared throughout the community.

4.1 Major contracts
Creation of employment opportunities for contractors and sub-contractors from within Australia and, in
particular, the Far North Queensland region, was a key criterion for the assessment of tenders.
Major contracts awarded during 2019/20 included:


RN Dredging (Netherlands) in partnership with Hall Dredging and Construction Company (Queensland):
dredging phase



Austral Civil Engineering: wharf upgrades



AECOM: heritage wharf upgrade design



BMT Environmental consultants: environmental monitoring



J Steel Australasia: production of steel piles.

4.2 Local industry participation
The positive impacts of the Project on local industry participation was evident with a total of 163 local jobs
involved in the Project. A further 67 staff from state, national and international locations were relocated
to Cairns for the Project and nine staff remained in locations outside of Cairns.
The proportion of local employees engaged in the dredging phase was much higher due to the extensive
earthworks and pipeline construction. Local employment numbers are summarised in Table 4 (a).
Employment opportunities in Queensland, Australia and internationally are shown in Table 4 (b).
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TABLE 4 (a) – Local employment
Dredging

Wharf Upgrades



Ports North (7)



Ports North (2)



Flanagan Consulting Group (4)



DTE saw cutting and concrete coring (8)



Gimuy Walubara Yidinji and Yirrganydji
Gurabana Aboriginal Corporation - cultural
heritage monitoring (25)



Switzer Marine support vessel personnel (6)





Down To Earth Demolitions - saw cutting and
concrete coring personnel (6)

Dawsons Construction – pipeline assembly
(24)



AECOM – wharf design and construction (3)



HEH Construction – earthworks (18)



GDA form workers/ concreters(4)



Carpentaria Contracting – barge Hire (8)



Babinda Electrics electricians (4)



MPDT (Mosman Port Douglas Tree
Lopping) – vegetation clearing and
associated fauna observation (3)



Century Cranes – crane operators (4)



Tropical Reef Shipyard workboat crew (moving
barges and equipment) (4)






Golder baseline and operational phase

groundwater monitoring (4)
James Cook University seagrass annual and 
quarterly monitoring (3)

Biotropica – protected flora translocation
and surveying (4)



Douglas Partners – potential acid sulphate
soil (PASS) sampling, verification, and
testing (2)



TAMS Group – waterside works for steel
pipeline deployment (2)



Aquamap Hydrographic Survey (2)



O2 Marine – water quality monitoring (1)

Legends Builders (4)
Plumb North plumbers (3)
Magno Scaffolding (3)
Tooheys Water Blasting (2)



S & L Constructions form workers (2)



Cairns Heavy Haulage low loader operator (1).

TABLE 4 (b) – Queensland, Australian and international employment
Dredging

Wharf upgrades



RN Dredging (15 based locally for project)



Austral labour (29 based locally for project)



Hall Dredging and Construction Company 
(18 based locally for project)

AECOM – wharf design and construction (3
Brisbane based)



BMT - Environmental consultants (10, 5
locally based for project and 4 based in
Brisbane and 1 based in Perth)



Ports North (1 Brisbane based)
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5. Community health, safety and wellbeing
Ports North aims to avoid, manage and mitigate any potential safety risks associated with our
operations. These risks cover a range of considerations from worker conduct to road safety. Ports
North is committed to operating in a way that is safe for the community, our employees and our
contractors.

5.1 Community health and safety
Key risks for the Project were associated with environmental impacts (dredging) and noise (wharf
upgrades).

Dredging
Two of the most significant risks for the dredging phase of the Project were flooding and the impact on
water quality. To mitigate these risks and address concerns, Ports North implemented the following
measures:


Extensive flood and ground water quality modelling was undertaken and results provided to and
consented to by all potentially impacted land owners. Ground water monitoring results were provided
to interested land owners.



Earthen bund walls were constructed around the perimeter of the placement area in order to
temporarily increase its capacity to accommodate the soft clay. The bund wall acted as an additional
flood barrier causing slightly increased flood levels upstream of the site and improved flood levels
downstream of the site.



Dredging took place in the dry season (July-September 2019).



Environmental consultants, BMT, were engaged to conduct ongoing monitoring of all waterways as
well as pipeline tail water.



Noise monitoring was implemented in affected areas (pipeline pumps).



The effects of dredging on local fishing were monitored.



Information sessions were held with stakeholders, land owners and community members to explain
possible pipeline impacts.



Vessel owners were notified of dredging movements in related waterways.

Wharf upgrades
A range of noise mitigation and access safety initiatives were implemented to ensure community health,
safety and wellbeing for this phase of the Project. To mitigate risks, the following measures were
implemented:


Project information was distributed to inform the community on the timing of works and progress.



Safety signage was erected at the Project sites to notify the public.



Contractor engaged a muffling system to reduce the pile driving noises and vibration associated with
the upgrades.



Pile driving works were limited to the hours of 6.30am to 6.30pm Monday to Saturday, with suspension
of pile driving during sensitive times (breakfast and lunch times for nearby cafes).



Monitoring of noise and vibration levels was conducted throughout construction.



A marine fauna exclusion zone was monitored continuously.
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5.2 Community wellbeing and social infrastructure
Understanding and preserving social infrastructure in the communities where Ports North operates is vital.
Where possible, the CSD Project avoided affecting social infrastructure by including:




Heritage protection measures to the wharf upgrades, by using innovative design of independent
dolphin structures inset into the wharves.
Heritage department staff on site to monitor pipeline construction across the Barron Delta.
Strict environmental monitoring of flora and fauna in nearby waterways.

Initiatives undertaken to promote community wellbeing included:


Noise mitigation steps during wharf construction for nearby residents and small business.



Regular engagement through existing community forums, inclusive of local key environmental and NGO
groups, to ensure interested and affected parties were informed of the status of works and measures
in place to benefit the community.



Signage for members of the public at adjacent waterway access points including each of the Cairns and
northern beaches boat ramps prior to commencement of the pipeline and dredging works.



Three (3) community information sessions for residents and businesses in suburbs close to dredging
operations.



Public notices to alert community members to safety matters.



Information stalls at two (2) major community events.



Six (6) community updates uploaded on the Ports North website and shared across social media.



Seven (7) fact sheets uploaded on to the Ports North website, shared across social media and
distributed to media.



Twelve (12) media releases distributed to inform the community about the Project’s progress.



Forty-one (41) email enquiries received and responded to.



Four (4) videos produced and distributed for stakeholder meetings, uploaded on to the Ports North
website and shared across social media. They included an overview and explanatory video on the
Project; a record of the innovative construction of the dredging pipeline and the dredge material
placement sites; coverage of the inaugural visit of the Queen Elizabeth as the first larger cruise ship to
enter the harbour; and a time-sequenced coverage of the wharf upgrades.



A photo gallery created for the CSD Project website page.

Community feedback generally reflected support for and interest in the progress of the Project. An example
was the public interest in the wharf construction phase evidenced by the number of people watching the
dredge Woomera while it was working in close proximity to Wharves 1 to 3 and the responses on social
media. The work provided a unique opportunity for the public to get a close-up view of such specialist
equipment.
Another example was the public response to the arrival of the cruise ship Queen Elizabeth in February 2020
which was the first larger cruise ship able to enter the harbour as a result of the dredging of the shipping
channel. As well as being widely reported in the media and on social media, many people gathered at the
Port of Cairns public waterfront to welcome and farewell the ship.
A Technical Advisory Group (TAG) comprising scientific and engineering experts was responsible for
overseeing the environmental management of the Project. Feedback provided following the completion of
dredging was positive. Ports North was found to have completed the dredging component of the Project
with the following environmental outcomes:
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•
•
•
•
•

Target depths and dimensions achieved
No exceedances of surface water quality limits
No impacts to groundwater
No dredging-related impacts to coral and seagrass
No incidents of marine or terrestrial fauna interaction.

Ports North’s performance in achieving these outcomes was formally recognised by TAG. Feedback from
regulatory agencies was also complimentary of Project outcomes.
“The Technical Advisory Group would like to congratulate Ports North, the various contractors and project
team on the outstanding environmental result associated with the successful delivery of a highly complex
and challenging capital dredging campaign.”

6. Feedback
Feedback on this report is welcomed from stakeholders and the community. To provide written
feedback, please send your comments to:
Email:
enquiries@portsnorth.com.au
Website:
www.portsnorth.com.au (feedback form)
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Appendix A: Project fact sheet (example)
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Appendix B: Community update (example)
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Appendix C: Social media posts (examples)
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Appendix D: Media releases (examples)
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Appendix E: Signage

Project Sign at Bluewater Marina Boat Ramp

Project sign at Tingira St Boat Ramp
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Project sign on Captain Cook Highway Barron River Bridge

Project sign at Stratford boat ramp

Project signs at Holloways Beach
(Richters Creek) boat ramp
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Appendix F: Videos

https://youtu.be/mHKMqeTKGXw

https://youtu.be/96zhy8KTNAo
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJznp9u4Rno
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